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	During the 1980's the flat relational model (relational model), which was initiated by
	Codd in 1970, gained immense popularity and acceptance in the market place. One of
	the main reasons for this success is that the relational model provides physical data
	independences i.e. changing the physical organization of the database does not require
	alteration of the database at the conceptual level. However, the relational model does not
	provide logical data independence, since users must navigate amongst the flat relations in
	the database when posing queries to the database. logical data independence would
	imply that changing the database at the conceptual level does not have an effect on the
	user's view of the database.


	The universal relation model (UR model) endeavours to achieve logical data
	independence in the relational model by allowing the user to view the flat database as if it
	were composed of a single flat relation. To this end, the user is provided with a UR inter-
	face - with all the semantics embedded into the attributes - encapsulating the user's view
	of the flat database at the external level, on top of the conceptual level. The UR model
	was firmly established in mainstream relational database theory during the mid 1980's
	with the introduction of the weak instance approach. In the weak instance approach to
	the UR model, the representative instance becomes the underlying data structure of the
	UR model, which is suitable for storing all the data in the flat database in a single flat
	relation. Although the application areas of the UR model are slightly restricted by
	several underlying assumptions it could serve well as the foundation of a natural language
	interface to a database.


	In recent years there has been a growing demand to use databases in non-business
	applications, such as: office automation, computer aided design (CAD), computer aided
	software engineering (CASE), image processing, text retrieval, expert systems and geo-
	graphical and statistical analyses. The flat structure of relations imposed by the first nor-
	mal form assumption on relational databases poses a severe restriction on the modelling
	capabilities of the relational model for such non-business applications.


	In order to facilitate the modelling of the above non-business applications the
	nested relational model was developed during the 1980's as an extension of the relational
	model. The nested relational model achieves this wider applicability by allowing
	hierarchically structured objects, also referred to as complex objects, to be modelled
	directly, whilst maintaining the sound theoretical basis of the relational model.
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An Introduction to Orthodontics (Oxford Medical Publications)Oxford University Press, 2001

	Orthodontics is concerned with facial growth and the development of the dentition and occlusion. A solid understanding of orthodontics is an essential prerequisite to treatment planning in children and invaluable in the management of adult dentition. As a result of the speed at which clinical practice changes, a new edition of which clinical...
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PHP 5 Advanced: Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2007
PHP is currently one of the most popular server-side, HTML-embedded  scripting language on the Web. It's specifically designed for Web site  creation and is frequently being used to replace the functionality  created by Perl to write CGI scripts. PHP's popularity and  easier-to-learn appeal has spawned a new breed of programmer, those who  are only...
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Current Trends in Civil Engineering: Select Proceedings of ICRACE 2020 (Lecture Notes in Civil Engineering, 104)Springer, 2020

	
		This book comprises the select proceedings of the International Conference on Recent Advances in Civil Engineering (ICRACE) 2020, held at the Cochin University of Science and Technology, Cochin, Kerala, India. The book focuses on latest research in different areas of civil engineering and lays special emphasis on sustainable...
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New Masters of Flash: The 2002 AnnualFriends of Ed, 2003

	Flash has upped the standard for web motion graphics and has been welcomed with open arms on account of its powerful new ActionScripting capabilities. Following the phenomenal success of New Masters of Flash, the Flash Annual will bring together a new collection of the hottest Flash design talents on the planet, all of whom have...
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HTML5 and CSS3: Develop with Tomorrow's Standards Today (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		HTML5 and CSS3 are the future of web development, but you don't have to wait to start using them. Even though the specification is still in development, many modern browsers and mobile devices already support HTML5 and CSS3. This book gets you up to speed on the new HTML5 elements and CSS3 features you can use right now, and...
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The Art of Woo: Using Strategic Persuasion to Sell Your IdeasPenguin Press, 2008

	You may need The Art of War to defeat your enemies, but if you prefer to win them over, read The Art of Woo

	

	G. Richard Shell and Mario Moussa know what it takes to drive new ideas through complex organizations. They have advised thousands of executives from companies such as Google, Microsoft, and General...
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